WE ARE HERE FOR GOOD
With all that you help us do for our community both here and abroad, our organization seems complex, but our mission is really very simple and our calling clearer than ever: do good.

WE EMPOWER GIVING
Donors at all levels know that their gifts are put to the most efficient and impactful use, delivering more bang for their buck.

WE INSPIRE LIVING
Our programs are created with the whole person in mind, inclusive of all ages and abilities, from physical fitness to intellectual growth to mental wellness to community belonging.

WE PROVIDE HELPING
The Food Pantry, support groups, and memory programs are only just a sliver of the services we provide to hundreds of people across three counties, in person, over the phone, and online.

Our challah contactless curbside pickup was one of the first ways we adapted to the pandemic, spreading joy, not germs! We are now also serving ready-to-heat Shabbat Dinners that can be pre-ordered and picked up every Friday afternoon.

AND IT SHOWS
2020 Fiscal Year End Review—October 1, 2019 to September 30, 2020. Please note that these are the pre-audited numbers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>REVENUE</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Philanthropy</td>
<td>$1,627,000*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Membership</td>
<td>$855,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Programs &amp; Services</td>
<td>$760,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL REVENUE</strong></td>
<td><strong>$3,242,000</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*This includes the PPP grant in the amount of $354,700.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXPENSES</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Business &amp; Occupancy</td>
<td>$640,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business &amp; Occupancy Personnel</td>
<td>$535,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Programs &amp; Services</td>
<td>$490,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Programs &amp; Services Personnel</td>
<td>$1,325,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL EXPENSES</strong></td>
<td><strong>$2,954,000</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GOOD NEWS!
CharityWatch recommends that non-profits spend between 50-75% on personnel expense that provides direct services. Our personnel expense providing these direct services is 71%.
TOTAL FUNDS RAISED
$1,258,000
from over 650 unique households, foundations, and businesses.

64% Annual Campaign
$801,000

17% Donations & Tributes
$216,000

14% Grants
$171,000

3% Support from Endowments
$38,000

2% Events, Raffles, & Sponsorships
$31,500

WE MAKE AN IMPACT
FY20 External Community Allocations (October 1, 2019 to September 30, 2020)

$44,250

Local Jewish Organizations 79%
Beth El Preschool
Lerner Jewish Community Day School
Moishe House
NC Hillel

State & National Jewish Organizations 8%
JELF
NC Holocaust Council

Local Secular Organizations 8%
Interfaith Council
Threshold
Urban Ministries

Israel Organizations 5%
Hand in Hand
Friends of Yemin Orde

We raised $10,000 to help local Black-owned businesses rebuild after property destruction.

WE DID EVEN MORE
Beyond the $44,250 in external community allocations and our continued support of Ganei Alon in Hadera, Israel, we also provided support the following events and organizations:

• Book Harvest Dream Big Event
• Durham Literacy Center Leaders in Literacy Event
• NC Museum of Art Judaic Gallery Purim Fundraiser
• Triangle-Wide Young Adult Chanukah Party

In addition, we sponsored the Annual Strawberry Jam, helping local Durham Public Schools ensure they were able to continue to provide milk to students in need, especially during the pandemic.

Fund Resource Development (FRD) Allocation
All of our dollars raised go directly to support the community. FRD allocation is after our total fundraising expense.

Helping Department 55%
Our Helping Department includes direct and indirect services provided through programs and allocations that help individuals, families, and organizations.

Living Department 45%
The Engaging arm of the Living Department designs programs and services to foster community belonging and engages people in Jewish life.

According to our previous 990s, our total fundraising expense is only 6%—less than the 10% maximum recommended by CharityWatch.

GOOD NEWS!

GOOD NEWS!
This is a 14% increase from the previous year! The more you give, the more we give!

GOOD NEWS!
In 2017, the Jewish Community Foundation of Durham-Chapel Hill was selected to participate in the Harold Grinspoon Foundation LIFE & LEGACY Program. Grinspoon LIFE & LEGACY is a 4-year partnership program of the Harold Grinspoon Foundation. The program assists communities across North America to promote after-lifetime giving to benefit Jewish community organizations for generations to come. Through training, support, and monetary incentives, LIFE & LEGACY motivates Jewish organizations to secure legacy gifts, steward donors, and integrate legacy giving into the philanthropic culture of the Jewish community.

In just four years, our local partners have worked together to secure over 285 legacy commitments, of which 69% are legally formalized, with an estimated value of over $5 million, to strengthen our local Jewish community.

The LIFE & LEGACY partners include:

"As my parents planted for me before I was born, so do I plant for those who will come after me." - Talmud

The purpose of the Jewish Community Foundation is to foster and support our community in fulfilling their philanthropic goals—social, educational, and charitable—and maintain the longstanding Jewish traditions of pursuing Tzedakkah and Tikkun Olam. The Foundation strives to...

- Empower donors to convert generous ideas into deliberate action,
- Serve as a central hub for the Jewish community and advocate for charitable giving to help individuals, families, and community organizations achieve their charitable goals, and
- Receive, administer, invest, and distribute funds to ensure the viability of our community life for generations to come.
FOR GOOD REASON
OUR MISSION IN ACTION IN 2020

We loved hosting our first Israeli Artist in Residence and having our community’s art exhibited within the Durham Arts Council.

We were honored to pass the mic to uplift the voices of Black business owners in the Triangle in the 2019-2020 Ignite series, and to support them further still after looting and property damage.

It will be difficult to top the first Jewish Authors’ Book Festival, in partnership with Beth El Synagogue, that welcomed authors and attendees from all over the country as it was made virtual to accommodate COVID-19.

A global pandemic seemed only to fuel the love of a good latke, proven by the amazing turnout of our drive-thru Jewish Food Festival. Our small but mighty crew made—and sold out of—blintzes, brisket, and bourekas within a matter of days, providing crucial funding for the Helping Department’s Food Pantry.

WE DID THIS AND MORE...

The unprecendented global COVID-19 pandemic left more people in dire straits than we’ve ever seen: businesses shuttered, people without jobs and income, families unable to find child care, and seniors vulnerable and more disconnected from their communities.

Because of your support, we were able to show up in a major way.

Our whole family owes our mental health to you.

You have done a great job adapting to the pandemic.

I appreciate your efforts to keep me feeling connected these days.

In no uncertain terms, this organization has saved my life.

After months, I see the joy in my son again.

GIVING

Camp Shelanu was one of only a handful of camps that remained open this summer, allowing our Inclusion Program to provide crucial supports for kids and their families who’d been without them since March.

The Remote Learning Support Program accommodates students with IEPs and 504 Plans who otherwise have no inclusion supports to navigate this unique academic year.

A combination of fitness membership dues and your donations helped keep the entire Federation staff employed and compensated their full rates through the summer, offering stability in a time of chaos.

Soon after the state-mandated quarantine went into effect, we hosted our first virtual Seder in partnership with Rabbi Greyber of Beth El Synagogue; the recording of the Seder was viewed by hundreds of people the first night of Passover.

We won the INDY Week award for Best Gym in Durham County for the second consecutive year. Camp Shelanu was a finalist for Best Summer Day Camp and our challah was a finalist for Best Bread in Durham County!

HELPING

When residents of Durham’s McDougald Terrace were displaced due to a massive carbon monoxide leak, we coordinated donations, becoming a centrally-located drop-off and often receiving many carloads of items daily.

Those who lack internet service or tech know-how can now give the Helping Department an internet search request and receive a prompt, friendly response to their query.

In the midst of a pandemic, when local back-to-school shopping didn’t look the same, we still collected and shipped a record 60 backpacks for the kids of the Ganei Alon Community of Hadera, Israel.

LIVING

As part of the Jewish Community Relations Council’s ongoing social justice work, we hosted a series of implicit bias and racial equity trainings, followed by race-based film screenings and group discussions.

Every single program for adults like Men’s and Women’s Groups, film screenings, and cooking classes have not only continued online through the pandemic, but are thriving.

In the midst of a pandemic, when local back-to-school shopping didn’t look the same, we still collected and shipped a record 60 backpacks for the kids of the Ganei Alon Community of Hadera, Israel.
2020 ANNUAL GIVING HONOR ROLL

Gifts to the Annual Campaign, donations, tributes, and grants during the course of the Fiscal Year 2020 (October 1, 2019 to September 30, 2020).

LEADING THE WAY
Visionary - $50,000+
Harold Grinspoon Foundation
Leah Austin
The Leon Levine Foundation

Champion - $25,000+
Adam and Beth Goldstein
Dave and Cynthia King
Lee and Elaine Marcus
Greg and Bryna Rapp

Benefactor - $10,000+
Adam and Roz Abram
Karen and Daniel Berman
Steve and Shula Bernard
Carolina Foundation for Jewish Seniors
Jeff Collins and Rose Mills
Raphael and Emily Coward
Henry Greene and Marilyn Telen
Annette Kirshner
Arie and Anita Lewin
Eric and Carol Meyers
Stan and Marion Robboy
Ellen Singer
Craig and Rona Spitzer
Richard Weintraub
Steve and Iris Weiss
Nan Weiss

Leader - $5,000+
Ben and Sophia Abram
Nathan and Rachel Bearman
Harvey and Sandra Cohen
Joel Fleishman
Bob and Laura Gutman
Jimmie and Carol Haynes
Samuel and Marsha Horowitz
JCCA - Israel Innovation Grant

Mike Fried and Beth Jonas
Jacob and Annie Klapper
Jeff and Lynne Koweek
Joel and Susan Leeb
Barry and Diane Leshin
Sid and Alice Levinson
Ari and Diana Medoff
Peter and Marilyn Ornstein
Michele Pas
Benson and Francine Pilloff
Barry Poss
Glenn and Jodi Preminger
Larry and Nancy Rocamora
Josh and Jill Rose
David and JoAnn Rubin
Gladys Siegel
Joel and Laurie Tepper
Jon and Debbie Wahl
Eric and Tal Wittle
Neal Wolgin and Elizabeth Singer
Gary and Abby Zarkin

FORGING THE WAY
Ambassador - $1,800+
Sol Aronson
Sheldon Balbirer
David and Linda Birnbaum
William and Pat Blau
Better Together Grant - Legacy Fund of New York
Estate of Phyllis Dworsky
Scott and Kate Elengold
Greg and Kelly Friedlander
Ari and Hollis Gauss
Michael Giarla and Ellen Michelson
Gail Freeman and Susan Gidwitz
Sharon and Neil Freedman
Jeff and Blair Goldsmith
Donald and Sheila Goldstein
Ed and Sharon Halperin
Barrie and Jean Hurwitz
Kevin and Michelle Kahn
Tom Keyserling and Alice Ammerman
Paul Kobrin
Lawrence Kodack and Andree Allen
Drew and Kim Langsam
Esther Lederman
Kevin and Ann Leibel
Reid and Catherine Lerner
Meyer Liberman
Mike and Anne Liptzin
Rich and Debbie Marion
William and Cheryl McCartney
William and Ronni Nichamin
Michael and Beth Null
Noah Pickus and Trudi Abel
Billy and Anne Pizer

SUPPORTING THE WAY
Supporter - $1,000+
Stephen and Judith Barrett
Gary and Beth Berman
Don Beskind and Wendy Robineau
David and Beth Brizel
Steve and Sally Brown
Ian Davis and Naomi Ornstein
Jonathan and Daphne Dayan
Frank Dworsky
Richard and Susan Ellman
Terry and Susan Evens
Pat Fischer
John and Nan Friedman
Jonathan and Lauren Gindes
Brian and Brenda Ginsberg
Steve Glantz and Linda Kornberg
Stephen and Ruth Grant
Arthur Greenberg and Julie Blatt
Daniel and Jennifer Greyber
Gayla Halbrecht

Martin and Barbara Poleski
Leonard and Beatrice Prosnitz
Scott and Barbara Randell
Faye Davis Rapp
Judith Paris Roth
Robert Roubey and Lisa Brachman
Judith Ruderman
Jack and Diane Sasson
Howard and Debbi Schwartz
Robert and Merle Schwartz
Eunice Shatzman
Sim Sitkin and Vivian Olkin
Chris and Irene Skowronek
Judith Snyderman
Gabriel and Orit Szulik
Pam and Steve Taylor
Morris Wallack and Sue Egnoto
Tom Wolf
Janice and Richard Woychik
Steve and Susan Zeisel
Bill and Caryn Zoffer

Larry Marks and Caryn Hertz
Bob and Dale Sandler
Roger Schwarz and Kathleen Rounds
Matt and Susan Springer
Estate of Rita Wolfson

 Gifts to the Annual Campaign, donations, tributes, and grants during the course of the Fiscal Year 2020 (October 1, 2019 to September 30, 2020).
Supporter - $1,000+ cont.
Christiaan Heijmen
Barak and Morgan Henis
Claire Heymans
Ellen Hollander
Michael James and Patty Wild
Jack and Audrey Kadis
Helen Kalisher
Lynne Kane
Randy Kauftheil and Cara Siegel
David and Susan Kirsch
David and Sue Klapper
Emily Klein
David and Carol Klein
Mimi and Maury Krystel
Musia Lakin
Ben Landman and Jen Feldman
Arnold and Annette Levine
Stan and Diana Levy
Dan Lew and Sally Kornbluth
Connie Margolin
Larry and Judith Moneta
Doug and Carrie Norry
Sharon Lyn Ochsman
Raphael and Sue Orenstein
Nancy and Peter Perault
Roger Perlstein and Kathy Bartelmay
Daniel Pomp and Andrea Eisen
Mike and Jacki Resnick
Myrna Schwartz
Simon and Barbara Shane
Susan Siegel
Ina Wallace
David Weiss
Art Werner and Bea Hughes
Susan Wisely
Bill and Janet Zelman

Patron - $540+
Arthur Axelbank and Susi Lieff
Wallace Berman and Barbara Mark
Mel and Shari Bruckstein
Marc and Pam Cohen

Friend - $180+
Joel Abramowitz
Josh and Erica Alexander
Yaakov and Rachel Ariel
Steven Bachenheimer
Ed Balleisen and Karin Shapiro
Fred Behrends
Miles and Miriam Berger
Barry and Debra Bernstein
Bart and Sue Bielawski
George and Sue Fishman
Bob and Norma Gindes
Lowell and Carol Goldsmith
Nathalie Goodrich
Etan Gumerman and Julie Harris
Nortin and Carol Hadler
Ethan and Victoria Hertz
Tom and Susan Hoerger
Debbie and Mitch Horwitz
Hillel and Charlotte Koren
Susan and Harold Kudler
Deb Levin
Alan and Amy Levine
Pearl Levine
David Luks and Miriam Ornstein
Allen and Claudia Mangel
Arthur and Judy Marks
Marcy Ohayon
Andy Olshan and Linda Levitch
Edy Parker
Mark and Diane Pozefsky
Burt and Renee Rauch
Jared and Jennifer Resnick
Leonard and Deborah Rogoff
Beth Rosenberg
Keith Shaw
Michael and Myra Smith
Matt and Nicole Soffer
Tom and Joanna Spector
Alan and Maxine Stern
Sari and Stuart Teplin
Jan Tuchinsky
Darren and Sigal Wohl
Phil and Karen Wolf

Bob Blum
Ric and Jane Bobroff
Gaylen Bradley and Judith Bond
Edward and Roxana Bosen
David Bronstein and Carla Fenson
Ken and Margie Broun
Robert and Deborah Burns
Sharon Bushnell
George and Lynda Carlson
Lata Chatterjee
Dave and Julie Childers
Lucy Cohen
Kenneth and Freya Cohen
Richard Cramer and Jane Gabin
Wayne and Lisa Dankner
Shawn dos Santos
Paul and Anita Farel
Matthew Farrelly and Rachel Royce
Tom and Ellen Feinberg
Barry and Susan Ferris
Jonathan Fischer and Jordana Brown
Adrienne Fox
Rena Fraade
Josh Fraimow and Lynne Goodhand

Mensches as young as 2 years old made hot cocoa kits and cards for Durham’s Urban Ministries on Mitzvah Day.

Our Teen Israel Experience Scholarship helped these three local high schoolers live and study in Israel.

Jason and Megan Freed
Barry and Susan Friedlander
William Friedman and Jill Ryder
Art and Ruth Gerber
Leonard and Ann Gettes
Bernard Glassman and Barbara Rimer
Susan Goldstein
Nancy Gordon
Larry Greenblatt and Cathleen Melton
Steve and Gail Grossman
Bruce Guild and Linda Convisser
Chelley Gutin
Mark Hainline and Barbara Gittleman
Jeff and Elyza Halev
David and Rose Halperin
Martha Hauptman
Sheldon Hayer
Jack Holtzman and Pam Silberman
Alan Huber and Luci Bearon
Melissa Jacoby
Joseph and Monica Kalo
Jonah and Grace Kaplan
Ralph and Carolyn Karpinos
Richard Keena
Friend - $180+ cont.
Steve and Bunny Koff
Jonathan and Anne Kotch
Rich Kravitz and Emily Feldman-Kravitz
Leonard and Ruth Kreisman
Ariana Kudlats
Michael and Harriet Lakin
Gerald and Audrey Lazarus
aron and Jessica Lelental
Ed Levin and Risa Hiller
Jay and Hunter Levinsohn
Gabe Liberty and Perri Shalom
Gordon Light
Steven Lipper
Jason and Ilana Liss
Norman and Sonna Loewenthal
Micah Luftig and Nikoma
Thompson
David Margolis and Joanna Barnes
Jonathan and Christine Mark
Richard and Janis McFarland
Syd and Krisha Miller
Bernie and Ada Most
Evelina Moulder
Jeremy Mullem and Lesley Stracks
Eric Muller and Leslie Branden-Muller
Lee and Ava Nackman
Barry Nakell
John and Dorothy Neter
Dan Norber and Lauren Lux
Tony Oberschall and Aida Zukowski
Sarah Ogunwole
Matthew Perault and Katie Shay
David and Lisa Price
T.J. and Ziva Raney
Yul and Vera Reinstein
George and Carol Retsch-Bogart
Henry Rice and Jackie Kaufman
Ruth Riddle
Mark and Karen Rodin
David and Susan Rosenberg
Robert and Anne Ropein
Deborah Roth
Dan and Barbara Rush
Marvin Saltzman
Gene and Gail Sandler
Arnold Schechter
Pearl Schechter
Steve Schewel and Lao Rubert
Doug Schiff and Karen Sindelar
Dan and Alex Schnitzer
Roy Schonberg and Cheryl Marcus
Dan and Lauren Scolnic
Janet and Hilary Sheaves
Yonat Shimron
Lew and Judy Siegel
Lyn Siegel
Ruth Siegel
Rhoda Silver
Barry and Barbara Silver
Melissa Simon
Ron Skupsky and Abigail Gilbert
Barry Slobin and Carol Land
Matthew Slotkin and Ellen Pizer
Scott Snyder and Rachelle Bienstock
Jose and Meg Solera
Stu and Harriet Solomon
Eric and Jenny Solomon
Steve and Simone Soltan
Sonia Specter
Fred Stang and Claire Lorch
Irma Stein
Roy and Jeannette Stein
Laura Strauss
Marvin Swartz and Gita Schonfeld
John Trimi and Madeline Seltman
Bob and Terri Tyson
Janet Urman and Lane Sarver
Ariana Vigil
Elia Voloshen and Asi Elias
James and Carol Vorhaus
Adam and Rachel Wachter
Michael Wagger and Vicki Hill
Matt Weidenfeld and Jenny Schwartz
Jonathan Weiler
Gerhard and Janet Weinberg
Morris and Jane Weinberger
Norm Weiner and Laura Lieber
David and Dana Wiener
David Wohl and Alison Hilton
Howard and Kelly Zellman
Pal - under $180
Jon and Stacy Abramowitz
Irwin Abrams
Amy Adams
Katie Adams
Penny Aldrich
Dorian Alexis and Catherine Belitsky
Larry and Nina Alperin
David Assaf
Linda Baggs
Leslie Balkany
George Baroff
Guy and Shira Bar-On
Lewis and Flicka Bateman
Jodi Beetham
Esther J Belikoff
Jordan Berkley
Charles Berlin
Rita Berman
Bertold and Helga Berrang
Deborah Bishop
Babette Blaug
Henry and Janice Blinder
Zalman and Yehudis Blumng
Suzie Bolotin
Howard Bomze and Laura Quigley
Hayden Bosworth and Rebecca Essinger
Miriam Braunstein
Jonathan and Jessie Braverman
Lewton Britt
Len and Debbie Bush
Mario Calderon
Robert Cantwell and Lydia Wegman
Joseph and Deborah Carbo
Chip and Jane Carnathan
YM Carrington
Robert Cherniak
Barton Cobert
Moss and Robin Cohen
Jay and Barbara Cooper
Sylvia Dante
Michaela Davidai
Roman and Joan Davis
Dan Dektar and Nancy Kalow
Dektar
Omari and Lana Dennis
Toby DeWitt and Rosalyn Carson
Howard and Marion Diamond
Paul Dombrower
Steven Drysdale
Alana Ennis
Jesse and Rachel Erdheim
Laura Ertel
Alan Feigenbaum and Janet Levy
Paul Feldblum and Tolly Boatwright
Laurel Files
Karen Fink
Jackie Finley
Marcia Fleishman
Charles and Marjorie Flink
Walter Fowler and Gail Boyarsky
George Friedel
Allan and Katie Friedman
Elana Friedman and Jamie Rincker
Marcia Friedman
Stanley and Suri Friedman
Steve and Kimberly Friedman
Laura Fu
Elliot and Susan Galdy
Jim Garland
New to Camp Shelanu and a perfect outdoor activity: archery!

New to Camp Shelanu and a perfect outdoor activity: archery!

Bringing Shabbat to each podded group in our Remote Learning Support Program.

Pal - under $180 cont.
Andrew Geller and Peg Carlson
Alexander Golbraikh
Pete Goldberg and Susan Cohen
Richard Goldberg and Edie Kahn
Lane Golden and Maurice McDonald
Len and Judith Goodman
Charles Gorodetsky
Patty Graver
George and Nansi Greger-Holt
Chad Groaget and Melissa Teitelman
Wayne Hadler and Kate Colburn
Jonathan Hartlyn and Debra Levin
Bonnie Hauser
Aimee Haygood and Jennifer Hoselton
Marilyn Hertzberg
Valerie Horwitz
Henry and Paula Hyman
Bette Israel
Herman and Kelly Jeffer
Blake and Jen Johnson
Marc Joseph and Betsy Polk Joseph
Irv and Deb Kahn
Beverly Katz
Karen Katz
Milton and Audrey Katz
Sarah Kazdan Isaacs
Sheila Kendrick
Sarah Kittner
Rebecca Knowles
Helen Kotsher
Ronnie Kramer
Nancy Laszlo
Stacy Lavin
Sema Lederman
Francine Lerner
Glenn Lesser
Sol and Shelia Levine
Frank Levy and Katherine Schwartz
Isaac and Rose Levy
Louis and Jane Levy

David and Erica Lieberman
Shelli Lieberman
Hinda Lind
Karen Lippy
Jonathan and Florence Lovins
Stacy Lubov
Edward and Sharon Lunk
Anna MacDonald
Lew Margolis and Linda Frankel
Dave McKnight
Michael Meredith and Wendy Jacobs
William and Gale Meyer
Nikki Michaelson
Aruther and Beverly Miller
Mark and Liz Mirkin
Lynne Nakell
Mary Neese
Stanley Nelson
Charles and Linda Newmark
Christopher Nyers
Abigail Overton
Liza Parker
Howard Partner and Eliza Brogden
Leah and Corbin Penland
Rosa Perelmuter
John Pinto
Steven Prince and Debbie Goldstein
Josh and Amy Ravitch
Michael and Evelyn Reed
Jack Reitz
Barbara Renner
Barak and Laura Richman
Ziggy and Michele Rivkin-Fish
Louise Robinson
Marshall and Rebecca Rohde
Ben and Brenda Rosen
Melanie Roskin
Michael Ross
Donald Rothbaum
Susan Salzberg
Isabel Samfield
Hal Sandick

Marjorie Satinsky
Richard Safer and Joan Krause
Jan Schochet
Burton Sederholm
Ali Serriz
Andrea Shapiro
Ken and Sue Siegal
Harold Silberman
Paul Silverman and Bobbi Matchar
Andrew and Miriam Sklerov
Vitaly and Tanya Smirnov
Joel and Barbara Smith
Gail Smith
Maureen Smith
Woody Stanley
Daniel Stein
David Stein
Betsey Strauss
Richard Surwit and Sandra Cummings
Jeff and Yael Symes
James Symons
Catherine Taylor
Nate Topham and Chelsea Avchen
Rebecca Van Wagner
Robert Vandemark
Michael Vaught and Lynne Bresler
Richard Vinegar and Sherrie Zweig
Sara Wagger
Doug Wait and Sharon Leavitt
Julian and Elsa Waller
Sue Wartell

Bob Wechsler and Hope Hartman
Rich and Renee Weiner
Lou and Diane Weinstein
Daniel Weiss
Winnie Weissman
Gregory Welker
Leah Welsh
Rachel Werner
Royall Williams and Debbie Rubin Williams
Rose Wilson
David and Wendy Winer
Steven Young and Yezmin Perilla-Young
Matt and Lisa Zerden

(above) JCRC’s implicit bias and racial equity series in partnership with we are.
A SPECIAL THANK YOU TO OUR 2020 CORPORATE SPONSORS

Platinum Level
PNC Bank

Gold Level
FurnitureLab
The Forest at Duke
Ticon Properties

Silver Level
BB&T

Event Sponsorship
EBMG
Fork Nutrition Counseling
Franklin Street Partners
Madrock Advisors
Mark Jacobson Toyota
McPherson, Rocamora, Nicholson, Wilson, and Hinkle, LLP
NEMA
NurseCare of NC
Taste Carolina Gourmet Food Tours
Tucker Bria
Whitting Turner
Wyrick Robbins
Zarkin Leadership, LLC

Dear Friends
A Letter from the Board President

We should look back on our last fiscal year and all that we’ve accomplished with pride. Despite the hurdles we faced in the midst of a pandemic, your support enabled us to help even more people in need and kept us all connected at a time when we felt so far apart. Remarkably, not only did we meet and exceed our mission-centered goals each day, but we also stayed on course with our Strategic Plan, not slowing the forward momentum we’ve built together since 2018. Join me in celebrating some highlights from the past year.

- The Helping team analyzed the needs of our local older adults and began developing plans to expand our social services and programs with the creation of a Jewish Senior Day Center.

- We completed the first cohort of the Phil Singer Community Leadership Institute, providing a pathway to foster new leadership for our local community.

- The Capital Campaign Feasibility Study found that we are primed and supported to take the next steps to grow our programs and services, while also finally paying off our remaining debt. Additionally, we developed the business plans for these new offerings, created site plans and facilities renderings, and established realistic project timelines.

- In a refreshing twist to COVID-19 and our building’s closure, we quickly and creatively expanded our aquatics program to be year-round for those brave enough to dive in on colder days.

- In a massive effort led by volunteers and guided by you, we completed the over two year-long project of rebranding, giving us a new name and look that better showcases and embraces the complex organization we are: Jewish for Good.

Your continued support allows us to do more good for more people. Together we are not only sustaining our community for today, but also ensuring that it is vibrant and thriving for many tomorrows.

May we go from strength to strength,

Eric Wittle
Board President

Director of Helping Jenny Schwartz distributes weekly grocery bags from the Food Pantry to dozens of families in need.

All departments are working hard to accommodate our building closure. Fitness membership dues sustain our operating budget and support the work of all divisions.